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Abstract: This study selected company a as the study case company. Adopting the method of in-depth interview as the main method, inviting four management personnel of company A to conduct the interview, and adopting the correct recording method in the interview, and putting forward the research conclusion. The marketing strategy is directly related to the development strategy of the enterprise. Nowadays, the competitive auto parts enterprises in the automobile market should not only plan and develop the strategy, but also formulate the marketing strategy, adapt to the enterprise development strategy according to the different market demand, so as to improve the market response speed, adapt to the market changes and enhance the core competitiveness. In the past, A company only used a single channel to enter the market today, customer segmentation and possible growth channels, more and more enterprises to take multi-channel marketing, it is recommended that A company on the original basis to increase the new customer base.
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1. Introduction

After China joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, national auto sales increased year by year, from 2.37 million in 2001 to 28.08 million in 2018, an increase of 1184.8 percent. The secondary market of auto parts as the whole downstream industry is also growing rapidly. The so-called automobile after-sales market refers to the various services related to the use of cars in the after-sales market. According to the study, the average cost of using a bicycle in china is more than RMB 20,000 per year, the cost of fuel and insurance is over 50%, and accessories, repairs, maintenance and beauty items account for more than 16% of the cost. About RMB 3200 to meet personal needs and improve driving fun, many car owners choose to replace or add car accessories you come from. In addition, the rapid growth of used cars has become another advantage in the development of automotive after-sales market, and has promoted the development of the whole auto parts industry. From the above data analysis, we can see that with the increasing number of car owners, more and more car owners are buying accessories and related services from the after-sales market. Domestic auto parts market has entered a faster stage of development (News, 2018).

China has become an important part of the global automotive and auto parts production and supply system. The automobile parts supply chain is composed of "parts → components → components → systems → system assembly ", forming a pyramid-shaped support system. Spare parts companies and companies are responsible for the modularization of spare parts and the development, design and manufacture of systems, and parts suppliers are usually divided into 1, 2 and 3 levels of suppliers.

Almost all of the world's major auto-parts giants have entered the Chinese market, while tires, car tape, audio and other auto parts made by Chinese companies are sold abroad. However, with the increased concentration of auto parts suppliers in the global automotive market, the number of primary suppliers has decreased, which has led to a change in the structure of auto manufacturers and primary suppliers. It's pyramidal. With the concentration of auto parts suppliers, some companies have monopolized parts production in some regions and made it available to many automakers.

In recent years, the scale of auto parts industry in China has been continuously improved. Since the 1990s, the auto parts industry has formed a global production and supply system. According to the principle of QCDS or QCDD, equipment manufacturers uniformly supply auto parts and accessories globally. This also makes the car a typical international product. Based on the professionalism and
complexity of auto parts, auto manufacturers limit the self-limiting rate and seek to provide independent external parts suppliers, thus forming a pyramid-type multi-tier supplier system. As an important part of the auto industry supply system, China's auto parts industry is also developing actively. The number of companies above the scale increased from 8,396 in 2011 to 12,723 in 2016, with a compound growth rate of 8.69 percent. The GDP grew from RMB 20,568 million in 2011 to an average annual growth of 13.49% to RMB 384.5 billion.

China's automobile parts industry occupies a very important position in the national economy, and the combination industry of automobile and automobile is the largest industry in the machinery industry. With the development of automobile industry, China's automobile ownership has been growing rapidly, which provides the necessary conditions for the development of auto parts market. Due to the huge development potential of the domestic auto parts market, the market is becoming more and more concerned by domestic and foreign investors, especially the distributors of developed auto parts are considering and planning to enter the Chinese market. But because of the particularity of the starting point of the market, or cannot obtain substantial research cannot rush into, or enter the failure to end. There are also many investment institutions in the country want to enter the market and seize the sales channel to build the circulation platform construction standard before the foreign side, but it is also in the state of slow development and difficult (Yu, 2018).

One of the key factors causing this situation is that there are many problems in the auto parts enterprise's own business model, which leads to many enterprises cannot grow up, and the development to a certain scale is in trouble, thus limiting the process of the whole industry developing towards the direction of standardization and order (Shao, 2016). This paper is to use the current mainstream business model analysis business model canvas as the main tool (Wang, 2013) to conduct in-depth research on the Customer Sementrs, value propositions, pathways, customer relations, income sources, key resources, key activities, Key Partnership and cost structure of auto parts enterprises, and summarize the practical marketing innovation direction to provide the reference value of marketing innovation for company A.

At present, the auto parts market is in the rapid development stage, the industry level is low, the less investment makes the market competition more and more intense. Many accessories companies conduct regional distribution nationwide, open branches and develop product distribution channels, and compete for customer resources at various costs through various promotional activities. Small gains or negative gains. A companies also feel the pressure of market change, and realize that only timely adjustment of marketing strategy can maintain competitive advantage in the fierce competition.

Company A was founded in 2000, the company is located in Jingjiang City, Jiangsu Province, south of the Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge, convenient transportation, about 2 hours from Shanghai. The company has more than 300 employees, specializing in the production of automotive locks, hinges, restrictions, electrical and electronic products, automotive body controller, remote control, tire pressure monitoring system, keyless access system, one-click start system and other automotive electronics. The factory has an area of 60000 units and an annual supply capacity of 5 million units.

The company has established a perfect quality assurance, environmental management and occupational health and safety management system, successively through ISO 9001, QS 9000, IATF 16949, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 management system, using a variety of advanced design software, development with users, and industry experience and advanced technology integration, the products have been approved by automotive OEM manufacturers.

2. Objectives

Under the environment of steady development of automobile market, the development space and market share of domestic independent brand automobile enterprises are increasing. In the rapid development of automobile industry, Company A, as a small automobile parts enterprise, has taken advantage of the big development trend of independent brand automobile company in Jiangsu Province and occupied its own place in the market, competitive auto parts. The purposes of this study are as follows:

1. Explore the current situation of Company A through the nine blocks of the business model canvas, including Customer Sementrs, value propositions, pathways, Customer Relationships, sources of revenue, key resources, key activities, Key Partnership and cost structures.
2. In view of the above results, the direction of company A's marketing innovation is put forward.

3. Materials and Methods

Case studies are defined as exploring the nature of a case's activities in a particular real context, hoping to understand its uniqueness and complexity. This research adopts the single case research method, takes A company as the research object, and carries on the thorough discussion.

This study adopts semi-structured interview, which has the advantages of flexibility and flexibility of structured interview. Therefore, it can ensure that the subject can be extended by the interview process beyond the unity of the subject and the research.

This study is based on the nine main points of business model canvas proposed by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010), which are value proposition, key activities, Key Partnership, Key Resources, Customer Relationships, customer access, Customer Sements, Revenues Streams, cost structure, design the outline of the visit after in-depth discussion with the instructor, adopt the semi-structured in-depth interview with the interviewee, and then summarize and discuss it by word-for-word interview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Interview topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target Customer Community</td>
<td>What is the current proportion of customer base sources? What are the target groups? What are the differences in service content or consumption content between different target groups? Those different consumption habits are reflected behind it? What are the values of the different target customer groups?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Value Claims</td>
<td>What do you think is the maximum value you can offer to your customers at this stage at the product and service level? What action plans have your company specifically implemented to provide these values? What are your specific practices in customer relationship management and customer relationship maintenance to maintain customer satisfaction and loyalty? Are customer information regularly collected for the market? How to collect?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Relations Access patterns</td>
<td>What are your current access points, pathway patterns and strategies? What are the main considerations for choosing the current path layout model? In addition to physical access points, how to improve the quality of service to customers by combining the services of online sites (self-built sites or working with other platform operators)? Talent is the key core resource for the sustainable development of the company. What are your specific approaches to the cultivation and development of key talents in response to the company's needs for continuous growth in the future?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keystones resources</td>
<td>On the whole, would you like to put forward your comprehensive views and suggestions on the future direction of your company or where it should continue to improve?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key activities</td>
<td>What is your overall profit model? In response to the promotion of the company's annual marketing activities or integrated service programmes, it is necessary to work with other key external partners. What are your key partners?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit model</td>
<td>According to your observation, what are your core competitive advantages? How to use these advantages to help the company achieve business growth? What market position do you think of your company? Where is the division from the competitors? What parts of your company do you think are superior to your competitors in terms of resources and capabilities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key partners</td>
<td>What is the cost structure of your company? In your field and in the auto parts market as a whole, what are the areas where you can work harder? Why?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This research is mainly carried out by the semi-structure of the deep interview method, and the outline of the interview is drawn up through the literature discussion and the research method steps. The preliminary outline of the interview was discussed in depth with the instructor and revised repeatedly, while the interview topic was established, as shown in Table 1. The topic of this interview takes the nine blocks of the business model as the study variable, and the content is clear and clear, so that the researcher can organize the interview results in a simple and organized manner when conducting the interview.

Subjects were interviewed for senior management of the A company, and went deep into various
department managers, including production department, management department and quality inspection department. This study holds that if we can start from the production process, we can get a deeper understanding of the auto parts industry and discuss the problems from the beginning, so that the content results can be presented in a multi-oriented way. The article visits four managers of enterprise company A, including the chairman, the director of production, the director of sales, and the financial director of management.

Ask the respondents about their wishes, convenient time and place, then invite them by phone, and email the interview outline of the study. The purpose of the study, the interview methods and other relevant points for attention have been indicated in the telephone, and finally the appreciation for the assistance of the study has been expressed. The interview time is set at January 2020, and each interview time is not particularly limited, but it is basically completed in one hour to one and a half hours. Subject to the convenience of the respondents, most of the sites were selected as coffee shops.

The business model canvas is divided into two sides with the value proposition as the center, the left side is the discussion efficiency, and the right side is the discussion value. The business model canvas analysis starts with the customer. After identifying the target customer, the enterprise needs to determine the value claim, and the way through which the value claim needs to be passed to the customer, to establish a relationship with the customer, and then to determine what form of income flow can be brought by the relationship with the customer. When companies paint a business model canvas, they also need to determine what the key resources of the enterprise are, what the key activities are for customers, what the key partners are needed for these activities, and even what the costs of completing these key activities are ultimately determined. The nine main elements of a business model canvas are: 1. Customer Segments: Whose problem to solve? 2. Value Proposition: Solve what problem? 3. Channels: How to get the client to find it? 4. Customer Relationships: How to build relationships with customers? 5. Revenues Streams: What will I get? 6. Key Resources: Who am I? What do I have? 7. Key Activities: What am I going to do? 8. Key Partnerships: Who can help me? 9. Cost Structure: What do I have to pay?

3. Results and Discussion

This study interviewed company A enterprises of different levels of invited respondents, through in-depth interviews to collect data, and with the literature to explore the business model canvas, research methods steps to further explore and research. This chapter summarizes the four main core approaches of business model nine canvases, which are divided into four chapters to discuss the results of the interview and collate the main core topics of the business model, as shown in Table 3.

### Table 2 List of Respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Duration of interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>chairman</td>
<td>1-1.5 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Director of Production</td>
<td>1-1.5 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Sales Director</td>
<td>1-1.5 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Financial Officer</td>
<td>1-1.5 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Major core themes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core themes</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value Transfer</td>
<td>Pass on what kind of value proposition to meet customer needs and solve customer problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Operations</td>
<td>By the important cooperation, the key business and the key resources use each other, then creates the value, implements the business model effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Markets</td>
<td>Through customer differentiation to serve customers, and customer maintenance, transfer value to customers and combine with marketing channels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Benefit</td>
<td>Discuss the main cost structure of the company, how to make the customer willing to accept the value and be willing to pay the purchase, and make the company generate the income</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Value proposition: According to the interview information A company value proposition for auto manufacturers to provide spare parts, both the production of accessories for the original factory accessories, to achieve its "service vehicle business" purpose, its idea of "pure accessories ". In spare parts
production, quality as the primary goal to provide high quality products. For the supply of automobile automobile sales servisshop in all parts of the country, rely on the convenient and high-speed logistics system in East China, timely after-sales telephone customer service and stable technical support, regardless of the auto factory in the design and production of spare parts, actively cooperate and cooperate to provide auto manufacturers and consumers with the most assured service.

Key Activities: The key activities of the company are logistics distribution, information system construction, customer service center, supplier management; The construction of logistics network ensures the timeliness and efficiency of delivery for automobile sales servisshop and automobile manufacturers; The construction of information system helps the company to better manage the technical information, claims, logistics turnover and customer information of accessories; The construction of customer service center enables the company to better serve customers; The supplier management enables the automobile brand car factory to be free from the tedious after-sales business, better focus on vehicle manufacturing and sales, and the enterprise A can get more support from the supplier.

Key Partnership: SAIC GM Wuling, Brilliance Renault, Brilliance China, Zhengzhou Nissan, Geely, BYD, FAW General Motors, FAW General, FAW Group, Dongfeng Motor, Jianghuai, the Great Wall, BAIC, Hengda Guo Neng, Shaanqi, Lifaan, Jiangsu Jinzhi, Jiangsu Lingbao, etc. In the lower units, several lower companies established by A enterprises share the business of A enterprises in auto body controller, remote control, tire pressure monitoring system, keyless entry system, one-click start system and other auto electronics products, which directly affect the operation status of A enterprises.

Key Resources: The Key Resources of A company include automotive brand authorization, logistics network, information system, information source; the automotive brand's after-sales business operation right authorization ensures the A enterprise's sales channel is smooth, but also ensures that the supplier source of A enterprise is the supplier resource recognized by the automobile brand, and A enterprise has the right to price automobile sales servisshop and supplier, which is the fundamental source of its unique competitiveness. On the other hand, the self-built logistics network of enterprise A can ensure the efficiency of its logistics distribution. The construction of information system allows enterprise A to better handle the huge information flow of auto parts after sale. And the technical information source of its after-sales accessories is also a crucial core resource.

Customer Sements: According to the interview information A company's Customer Sementss are divided into two main categories, one is the automobile manufacturer, in the automobile production process, to provide part of the production of the original parts, such as door lock components, hinge components, plug components, control, remote control, tire pressure monitoring system, keyless access system, one-click start system; In addition, for the service of the car manufacturer 4 Shop, the timely provision of spare parts as 4 Shop for maintenance.

Customer Relations: The customer relations of company A mainly include information acquisition, feedback information, timely supply and reasonable price. Company A provides feedback information to owners through information obtained from automobile sales servisshop and customer service centers, including answering questions about accessories, accepting problems encountered by owners in the purchase and use of accessories, resolving complaints from owners and receiving comments and suggestions from owners. On the other hand, Company A enterprises through timely supply, to minimize the waiting time for car owners to repair and maintain. Through the establishment of reasonable prices to ensure that after-sales accessories to compare the competitiveness of other car brands.

Channels: According to the interview information A company Channels mainly includes customer service center, automobile sales servisshop, e-commerce; In the auto parts after-sale market, the use of e-commerce to carry out spare parts marketing can bring a lot of advantages. Effective business communication channels to open up, quickly promote their own products and services. Shorten the distance between the manufacturer and the user in the supply chain, reduce the intermediate link, strengthen the relationship between the manufacturer and the end consumer, and create parts for zero inventory and timely production.

Cost Structure: According to interview information A company cost structure mainly includes information system construction, management cost, procurement and production cost, warehousing and logistics transportation; Information system construction mainly provides convenient management
and customer service support, on the other hand, its information system construction and customer service and other human resources and technology training are also their own funds. Any enterprise needs the management, the management cost is the management personnel's salary and the equity expense naturally; the production department's main financial structure is the purchase and the production cost, according to each quarter automobile manufacturer pre-order detail, carries on the fitting production plan and the fitting production. The warehousing of raw materials and the warehousing of finished products and logistics transportation are relatively large expenses.

Revenues Streams: The main revenues streams for enterprise company A is from the original sales of accessories; the sales of enterprise company A are based on the advance payment system, that is, the automobile manufacturer puts the payment into enterprise company A's account first, and then company A's goods are shipped to it; the purchase of enterprise company A on the other side is later paid, and the account period for the supplier is usually 30 to 60 days. To relieve the pressure of funds through the poor resources up and down.

This study takes enterprise company A as the research object, discusses the business model canvas of enterprise A, and according to the in-depth interview analysis, the interview result and the nine elements of the business model canvas, puts forward the summary of the analysis result of this research, expects to put forward the management implication and the practical suggestion through the analysis result. Synthesizing the precaution of the previous chapter, sort out the business model canvas of enterprise A, the business model canvas of the nine major aspects of the relevant operation content, collated as shown in Table 4. The competitive advantage of enterprise A lies in its key partnership and key resources, which are valuable and difficult to replace and imitate.

Table 4. Company A's Business Model Canvas 9 Lattice Rack.

|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|

Marketing strategy is directly related to the development strategy of the enterprise. At present, the competitive automobile market requires the auto parts enterprise not only to plan the development strategy, but also to formulate the marketing strategy to adapt to the development strategy of the enterprise according to the different market demand, so as to improve the market response speed, adapt to the market changes and enhance the core competitiveness.

In the face of fierce market competition and more and more powerful competitors, the new marketing system is to use the power of the automotive parts chain management system and relatively independent distribution of products, labor, network, customer resources organically combined, the original war, relatively independent sales model, allocate your cooperation, share resources, share public risks, partners complementary strategic marketing model. In the fierce marketing to achieve alliance enterprises win-win, maximize the interests of enterprises.

Carrying out the marketing under the new system is not only the reflection of the consumer-centered 4C marketing thought, but also the embodiment of the enterprise's strategic alliance thought. Under the new system, marketing members must deeply understand and understand these two management ideas, otherwise,
marketing under the new system can only be a formulation and concept, cannot be implemented to the actual work. To carry out the marketing under the new system is to take the 4C marketing thought as the guidance and the common interests of the marketing members as the core to form the network organization in the form of the strategic alliance of the relevant units within the enterprise. Therefore, the relatively reliable organization in the form of strategic alliance under the chain operation system (interest community), low operating cost (risk or cost sharing), strong competitiveness (resource sharing, mutual complement of advantages) is a mutually beneficial scheme that is more acceptable to all the marketing members.

In the auto parts chain management system for product marketing system integration, the construction of product competitiveness for product integration, is to do its best to stand in the user's perspective through the form of products to provide users with solutions to the problem. The integration of internal channels is the focus of channel integration, because many auto manufacturers are aimed at different middlemen to carry out business, resulting in a large number of manufacturers transaction workload, transaction complexity, the result of this phenomenon makes each unit marketing efficiency is low, marketing risk is high, marketing costs are high.

To integrate the internal channel is to combine the internal channel resources effectively to achieve the purpose of improving the marketing efficiency more effectively, reducing the risk and reducing the marketing cost. The original internal enterprises can be transformed into a separate external form, into the integration of internal channels, the concentration of internal resource advantages, by the advantages of manufacturers targeted external form.

In the past, Company A used only a single channel to enter the market today, customer segmentation and possible growth channels, and more and more enterprises adopted multi-channel marketing (this refers to two or more enterprises established marketing channels, has reached the practice of one or more customer groups), for example, Compaq directly to the company, through the popular electronics retailer, computer stores to sell products.

5. Conclusion

This study adopts the semi-structured interview method of depth interview to analyze the study, the interviewee's subjective factors and various situations are vulnerable to other external factors, which may lead to the deviation of the results of this study, so it has its limitations.

Subsequent research on relevant business model canvas topics can increase the research object or similar case enterprises to carry out comparative analysis, and can add the factors other than the scope of this study or use the new business model canvas derived from this study to explore and analyze, so that the research scope is more and more depth and breadth to make the industry create more outstanding achievements.
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